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University of Chicago Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 310 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x
0.8in.Perhaps no other critical label has been made to cover more ground than irony, and in our
time irony has come to have so many meanings that by itself it means almost nothing. In this work,
Wayne C. Booth cuts through the resulting confusions by analyzing how we manage to share quite
specific ironies and 8212;and why we often fail when we try to do so. How does a reader or listener
recognize the kind of statement which requires him to reject its clear and obvious meaning And
how does any reader know where to stop, once he has embarked on the hazardous and
exhilarating path of rejecting what the words say and reconstructing what the author means In the
first and longer part of his work, Booth deals with the workings of what he calls stable irony, irony
with a clear rhetorical intent. He then turns to intended instabilities and 8212;ironies that resist
interpretation and finally lead to the infinite absolute negativities that have obsessed criticism since
the Romantic period. Professor Booth is always ironically aware that no one can fathom the
unfathomable. But by...
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It becomes an remarkable publication that we have possibly go through. It is among the most remarkable book i actually have read through. Your lifestyle
period will likely be transform when you total reading this publication.
-- Dom inique B er g str om-- Dom inique B er g str om

It in one of my personal favorite publication. Indeed, it is actually perform, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way which is merely soon after i finished reading this book where really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Nea l Hom enick IV-- Nea l Hom enick IV
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